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Abstract: This paper outlines an approach to XML-based software development. According to this
method, applications are described using domain specific, XML based, markup languages. With these
languages we structure a set of XML documents that are subsequently processed to yield the executable
application. The approach also makes an explicit distinction between contents documents and documents
describing other application aspects (e.g. interaction, presentation and process). Using a software process
model based on markup languages and documents we obtain some benefits such as an important code
reuse and a significant maintenance improvement. This paper describes our experiences applying this
approach in the hypermedia domain and in the development of an application framework for supporting a
broader range of information-based applications.
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1. Introduction
XML1 [16] is a language (in fact, a meta-language) used to define markup languages. These markup
languages are used to structure documents. Furthermore, descriptive markup languages are used to
establish the logic informational structure of a document independently of its processing. This structure is
represented by a tree of elements. In these elements we can include a set of attributes that specify nonhierarchical information. XML defines these kind of trees using a grammatical formalism (DTD2 or XML
Schema [22]). XML does not concern about the processing of a XML-marked document. This aspect is
solved in a different stage using the appropriate interpreter of the descriptive markup (in that manner the
same document can be processed in different ways by different interpreters).
Initially, descriptive markup languages were the basis for applications designed to process very large
repositories of documents. The main requirements of these type of applications were to provide a
characterization of documents independent of: i) the actual content of every document; ii) the processing
of the documents; and iii) the concrete platform. SGML3 [4], the predecessor of XML, was formulated to
standardize the languages used in areas of application such as avionics or defense systems. In these
applications the three former requirements of use are a primordial goal. The usefulness of standard
markup languages in other areas of application was soon demonstrated and new standards or extensions to
previously established standards were developed. The most influential of these new languages was
HyTime [8]. HyTime was developed as an SGML extension to facilitate the description of hypermedia
applications. HyTime demonstrated that marked documents could be used to describe the complexities of
a non-trivial software application. In addition, other languages such as DSSSL4 [7] were provided to deal
with the processing of SGML documents. Most of these early initiatives have been reinterpreted in the
XML world. The analogous to HyTime are several XML-based languages that cover different aspects of a
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hypermedia application. SMIL5 [18] is a language or application6 that facilitates the specification of the
timing and synchronization in a multimedia presentation. XLink/XPointer [19][21] are linguistic patterns
used to describe different types of hyperlinks and anchors between documents. XSL7 (the XMLreinterpretation of DSSSL) [17][20][23] introduces the notion of style sheet formed by a set of
transformation rules that specify how to transform XML documents into XML documents
The lack of expressiveness of existing languages, such as HTML, in a high-level characterization of
educational hypermedia applications developed by our group in the last decade [3] motivated our interest
in SGML. Using Dexter model precepts [5], we proposed a characterization of hypermedia applications
based on a separation of the contents and links from the navigational schema (user interface plus
navigational relationships). To represent both aspects of the hypermedia application (content structure and
navigational schema) we used two SGML DTDs. The first one (the content DTD), specific to each
application, describes the contents and its structure. The second one (the presentation DTD), generic to a
family of multimedia presentations, characterizes the navigational schema of the application. Today, this
idea has evolved into an approach to software development based on the definition of domain specific
markup languages and the use of XML technologies. The applications susceptible of being developed
using this approach are described at high level using XML documents that are processed in subsequent
stages of the development process to yield an executable application. In this paper we describe two of our
experiences using this approach: the development of hypermedia applications, and the construction of a
framework to support the development of a wider spectrum of content/information intensive applications.
2. Application Development Using Domain Specific Markup Languages.
We think that the use of descriptive markup languages to specify and to develop applications can be
considered as a particular case of the approach to software development based on DSLs7 [2]. A DSL is a
language specialized in the description of a type of problems and applications. These DSLs must provide
a high degree of abstraction together with a set of language constructions (or syntactic categories)
specifically adapted to the description of the problems at hand. These features of DSLs will furnish the
development process only if the defined languages succeeded to capture the main aspects of the
application domain.

Application Document:
XML document describing
the meaning of the contents

Application DSL

Inter-relation documents:
XML documents relating the
application contents and the
application description.

Processor

Inter-relation DSL

Aplication
Content Documents: XML
documents with the
application contents

Content DSL

Fig. 1. Using XML in a DSL based approach to software development.

XML technologies are at the core of our approach to application development. DSLs are defined using the
grammar formalisms provided by XML and they must be able to express the main aspects of our
5
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application. This way, and after a first phase of domain analysis, we must obtain three different types of
languages:
−

One or more content DSLs able to express the internal structure of both the information and the data
of our application.

−

One application DSL able to describe in a declarative way the most relevant aspects of both the
interface and the processing of the data.

−

One inter-relation DSL able to relate content and application documents.

Using XML to define content and application languages makes possible to express the relation between
content and application documents using XML standardized languages such XPath [20] or XSLT [23].
The construction of a specific application (Fig. 1) implies to supply specific XML documents valid
according to each of the DSLs. All these documents will be processed to obtain the executable
application.
Aplication document

Swing navigational schema

APG
(

Generation of
navigational
schema
Swing HyperlinkListener
XPath

Hypermedia application

Incorporated event
handler
HTML pages
Generation of HTML
pages

Contents document
XSLT transformation
(

Fig. 2. APG working scheme

3. Development of Hypermedia applications: Pipe and APG.
The main area of application where we have tested our approach has been the development of hypermedia
software [12]. Starting with the classic hypermedia models and making a detailed domain analysis
(specially of hypermedia in the educational domain) we have provided a high level characterization of
hypermedia applications by means of an abstract model called Pipe. This hypermedia model characterizes
applications using five components. The first component is the contents graph that is capable to represent,
at the desired granularity level, the structure of the contents of the hypermedia application (using
semantically defined nodes and links). The second is the navigational schema that provides means to
characterize the user interface and the navigational relations between elements of the interface. The third
are the canalization functions. These functions provide a mean to relate the contents graph with the
navigational schema. The main concept here is the concept of canalization (or interpretation) of the links
defined at the content (semantically based) level through the links defined at the navigational level (or
pipes), that is, the links connecting different elements of the interface. The forth element of our model is
the navigational semantics, that characterize the response of the hypermedia application when the user
selects a link. Finally, there is the presentation semantics that describe the most specific characteristics of
the application such as font size, family and color.
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Once we have built a Pipe representation of our application, we use two XML DTDs that, guided by the
abstract model, serve to the generation of prototypes of the final application. The content DTD is specific
to each application, and its purpose is to organize the content data of the application into a common tree
structure that also makes explicit the relations between the elements or nodes of the tree. The application
DTD is common to all the applications and its purpose is to capture the navigational schema imposed over
the contents. The relation between both instances of former DTDs (contents document and application
document) is established using the over-markup technique. This technique uses XPath expressions at the
application document to select the specific content elements (of the contents document) to be shown on
each element of the interface, and it is an evolution of our former technique presented at [10]. Notice that
in this case, the content DSL is defined by means of the content DTD and that application DSL is defined
by the application DTD. Finally XPath plays the role of the inter-relation DSL.
A Java program called APG (Automatic Prototypes Generator) produces a prototype of the final version
of the application using content and application document. The current version of APG does not produce
the final application because all the process previously described only covers the conceptualization and
prototyping phases of development [11]. We are considering to extend APG to cover the whole process of
hypermedia development following an approach close to the one described by the Amsterdam model [6]
and the language SMIL. Fig. 2 sketches how APG works. Fig 3 shows a fragment of the application
document and of the generated prototype.
<!DOCTYPE application SYSTEM "application.dtd">
<application id="tutorialesXML">
<window id= "v1">
<name>window 1</name>
<pane id= "p1.1" size=" 140, 320">
<paneContent>
<defaultContent>/contents/index</defaultContent>
</paneContent>
<linksDestination pane="p1.2"/>
</pane>
<pane id= "p1.2" size="320, 200">
<paneContent>
<groupContent>/contents/subIndexes</groupContent>
</paneContent>
<linksDestination pane="p1.3"/>
</pane>
<pane id= "p1.3" size="400, 500">
<paneContent>
<groupContent>/contents/apContents</groupContent>
</paneContent>
</pane>
</window>
</application>

Fig. 3. Application document and prototype

4. A Generic Framework for Application Development: DTC
In parallel to Pipe and APG approach, we have been working in the construction of a generic framework
for application development following the guidelines sketched in Fig. 1. To build this framework, instead
to start with a specific model like Pipe, we try to establish a more fundamental connection between the
DSLs used to describe the specific features of an application and the markup languages used to
implement these DSLs. Specifically, we focus on the problem of adding operational semantics to the
XML languages that implement the DSLs [13][14]. We call this approach DTC8.
DTC uses XSLT as the inter-relation language and associates a software component with each of the
elements of the DTDs that define each of the DSLs that describe the application. To build an application
using the DTC approach we must provide: a) the contents documents, b) the XSLT documents needed to
transform contents documents into application documents, and c) the rest of the application documents
needed to fully describe the application and that cannot been generated by the transformations in b).
All the XML based application documents, generated in the first phase, can be integrated into a unique
document using new XSLT transformations. From this final document we obtain the executable
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application: we first obtain the DOM9 [15] tree of the document using a standard XML parser. Second, the
DOM tree is processed by an extensible interpreter that, using the software components associated with
each type of element, assembles the final applications as a hierarchy of objects. Third, to run the
application we must activate the object at the root of the hierarchy of objects. This approach follows a
well-known technique of construction of interpreters known as analysis and evaluation [1]. The analysis
phase corresponds to the processing of the DOM tree to assemble the hierarchy of objects. The evaluation
phase corresponds to the execution or activation of the object at the root. Fig. 4 sketches the process.
(Partial) Application
Description

Evaluation

Aplication
XSLT
Transformations
Content
Transformation

Executable
Application

Contents

Application
Description

Interpretation
Analysis

DOM Tree
Parsing
(Building the
DOM tree)

Fig. 4. Generation of a DTC application according to an analysis and evaluation strategy.

In DTC, the application DSL is formulated combining simpler languages (that is, combining new
syntactic categories or elements), and this combination is made operational by associating an interpreter
to each element. In order to facilitate the combination of interpreters, we included the possibility of
adapting components by means of interpreter adapters. The resulting mechanism is similar to the
techniques of construction of modular interpreters, like that described in [9].
At the moment we are working in order to provide a more precise characterization of the type of
applications for which DTC could be advantageous, as well as to provide the CASE tools necessary in
order to facilitate its application. Fig. 5 schematizes the use of DTC to build an application that searches
for the minimum path in a subway network. The structure of the subway network, together with its
timetable and layout information (the later used for the graphic presentation of the network) is described
using the content DSLs. The DSL of the application arises from the combination of a language to
represent diagrams, a language to represent weighted directed graphs, a language to describe graphic user
interfaces and a language to describe interactions (following a model of interaction based on automata).
The descriptions of the diagram and of the graph are obtained transforming the contents documents using
XSLT transformations.
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Application Description:
Use of DSLs for describing
weighted directed graphs,
diagrams, GUIs and
automata based interaction.

<SubwayAp>
...
<Space/>
<Buttons rows="2"
columns="1"
id="buttons">
<Button row="0" column="0"
id="reset">Reset</Button>
<Button row="1 column="0"
id="exit">Exit</Button>
...

Software Components

Interpreter
XSLT transformations:
Generation of the diagram
and the weighted directed
graph from the network
description.

...
<xsl:template match="Station">
<node id="{@id}"/>
<xsl:apply-templates/>
</xsl:template>
<xsl:template match="Track">
<node id="{@id}"/>
</xsl:template>

...
Contents: Subway
network description

<SubwayNetwork>
...
<Stations>
<Station id="Rubén_Darío">
<Accesses>
<Access id="Acceso_A_Rubén_Darío"/>
</Accesses>
<Tracks>
<Track id="Anden1_de_Rubén_Darío_en_lin4"
Line="lin4"
Direction="Canillejas"/>
...

Fig. 5. Subway route finder application generated using DTC

5. Conclusions and future work
We believe that markup languages and the associated XML technologies constitute a powerful approach
for the construction of applications that, like an educational hypermedia, are based in an intensive use of
different kinds of information. XML provides readability and declarativeness, and also provides means to
explicitly describe the structure of the information characteristics of an specific domain. Also, upon
combining XML with programming languages like Java, we produce platform-independent applications
portable to almost every environment.
On the other hand the separation of the different aspects that compose an application enables changes in
one of them without affecting (or affecting slightly) to the other. This enables the rapid generation of
prototypes and/or applications, simplifying the maintenance and the reuse of information. Once a domain
has been characterized appropriately, we could provide specific markup languages for that domain,
together with the interpreters of the languages. The final application is the result of the interpretation of
the marked documents that describe the whole application. The utilization of operational techniques like
DTC facilitates the construction of those interpreter by means of the combination of simpler ones.
At the moment we are studying how to extend APG in order to support all the expressive power of Pipe.
We also are analyzing the possibility of combining these techniques with other models and formalisms of
information representation (as the relational model) and their effective incorporation to the declarative
representation of the application. The following step is to deepen in the capacities of extensibility and
modularity that DTC offers. Our goal is to build modular interpreters for the DSLs of each type of
applications. Likewise, we expect to carry out a more exhaustive characterization of the type of
applications for which the DTC approach could be competitive, as well as an analysis of the CASE tools
necessary in order to facilitate their application in an industrial development environment.
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